The Industry
Davies & Field were one of the largest dress manufacturing companies in the UK and date back to 1946. It was part of
a large national industry where all aspects of the garment and fashion industry were catered for. Davies & Field were a
vital part of the production and supply infrastructure which reached across Britain and the world.
The textile and fabric industry in Britain dates back to Roman times when wool, linen and leather clothed the European
population, and silk, imported along the Silk Road from China, was a luxury. Flax fibre was used in the manufacturing of
cloth in Northern Europe and this dates back to Neolithic times. The key British industry at the beginning of the 18th
century was the production of textiles made with wool. This came from the large sheep farming areas in the Midlands and
across the country. Certain British cities were known and famous for specific things, the Northern towns of Bradford,
Halifax and Huddersfield for example were known for wool tweeds and velvets.
Due to pioneering advances in production techniques these areas kick started the Industrial Revolution in the 18th
century and were to be the main driving force and wealth creation of Britain as an Empire. This industrialism also
brought problems such as child labour and sweat-shop type working conditions. As production started to move abroad
from the late 20th century these working practices as well as the innovations were exported, India and China now sees the
same kind of working conditions as England did in the 19th to mid 20th century. Ethical manufacturing is now high priority
for consumers and garment manufacturers are responding to this and providing better working conditions.
“ …one of the things that has been left out in history is our contribution in England with the fashion because a lot
of the first immigrants, they used to work in the sweat shops.”
Charles Phillips, Urban Photographer, Collector
The conditions in the UK even up to the late 20th century still left a lot to
be desired. Davies & Field were on the whole good employers, however
across all industries attitudes to do with gender and pay were very different
to now.
200 years after the boom of the Industrial Revolution certain areas in the
North of England are starting to see a renaissance in textile production with
advanced engineering and “on-demand” manufacturing. Fabrics such as
specialised laminates & woven mats made from polyester or glass fibre,
which are used to reinforce structures in construction and engineering,
are now manufactured in the North, through to Peter Reed, a 150 year old
company in Nelson, which makes high quality sheets and pillow cases.
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